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Are Women Human?

Address given to a

Women’s Society, 1938
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‘ x 7 hen I was asked to come and speak to you,

your Secretary made the suggestion that

she thought 1 must be interested in the feminist

movement. I replied — a little irritably, I am afraid

— that I was not sure I wanted to “identify myself,”

as the phrase goes, with feminism, and that the time

for “feminism," in the old-fashioned sense of the

word, had gone past. In fact, 1 think] went so far as

to say that, under present conditions, an aggressive

feminism might do more harm than good. As a re—

sult I was, perhaps not unnaturally, invited to ex—

plain myself.

I do not know that it is very easy to explain,

without offence or risk of misunderstanding, ex—

actly whatI do mean, but I will try.

The question of “sex—equality” is, like all ques—

tions affecting human relationships, delicate and

complicated. It cannot be settled by loud slogans or

hard—and—fast assertions like “a woman is as good as

1:
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Are Women Human?

a man" — or “woman’s place is the home” — or

“women ought not to take men's jobs.” The minute

one makes such assertions, one finds one has to

qualify them. “A woman is as good as a man” is as

meaningless as to say, “a Kaffir is as good as a

Frenchman" or “a poet is as good as an engineer" or

“an elephant is as good as a racehorse” —— it means

nothing whatever until you add: “at doing what?" In

a religious sense, no doubt, the Kaffir is as valuable

in the eyes of God as a Frenchman — but the aver—

age Kaffir is probably less skilled in literary criticism

than the average Frenchman, and the average

Frenchman less skilled than the average Kaffir in

tracing the spoor of big game. There might be ex-

ceptions on either side: it is largely a matter of he—

redity and education. When we balance the poet

against the engineer, we are faced with a fundamen—

tal difference of temperament —— so that here our

question is complicated by the enormous social

32
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problem whether poetry or engineering is “better”

for the State, or for humanity in general. There may

be people who would like a world that was all engi—

neers or all poets — but most of us would like to

have a certain number of each; though here again,

we should all differ about the desirable proportion

of engineering to poetry. The only proviso we

should make is that people with dreaming and poet-

ical temperaments should not entangle themselves

in engines, and that mechanically—minded persons

should not issue booklets of bad verse. When we

come to the elephant and the racehorse, we come

down to bed—rock physical differences — the ele—

phant would make a poor showing in the Derby,

and the unbeaten Eclipse himself would be speedily

eclipsed by an elephant when it came to hauling

logs.
That is so obvious that it hardly seems worth say—

ing. But it is the mark of all movements, however

32
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well—intentioned, that their pioneers tend, by much

lashing of themselves into excitement, to lose sight

of the obvious. In reaction against the age—old slo—

gan, “woman is the weaker vessel," or the still more

offensive, “woman is a divine creature," we have, I

think, allowed ourselves to drift into asserting that

“a woman is as good as a man," withOut always paus—

ing to think what exactly we mean by that. What, I

feel, we ought to mean is something so obvious that

it is apt to escape attention altogether, viz: not that

every woman is, in virtue ofher sex, as strong, clever,

artistic, level—headed, industrious and so forth as any

man that can be mentioned; but, that a woman is

just as much an ordinary human being as a man,

with the same individual preferences, and with just

as much right to the tastes and preferences of an in—

dividual. What is repugnant to every human being is

to be reckoned always as a member ofa class and not

as an individual person. A certain amount of classifi—

3.2
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cation is, of course, necessary for practical purposes:

there is no harm in saying that women, as a class,

have smaller bones than men, wear lighter clothing,

have more hair on their heads and less on their faces,

go more pertinaciously to church or the cinema, or

have more patience with small and noisy babies. In

the same way, we may say that stout people of both

sexes are commonly better—tempered than thin

ones, or that university dons of both sexes are more

pedantic in their speech than agricultural labourers,

or that Communists of both sexes are more fero—

cious than Fascists —— or the other way round. What

is unreasonable and irritating is to assume that all

one’s tastes and preferences have to be conditioned

by the class to which one belongs. That has been the

very common error into which men have frequently ,

fallen about women —— and it is the error into which

feminist women are, perhaps, a little inclined to fall

about themselves.
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Take, for example, the very usual reproach that

women nowadays always want to “copy what men

do.” In that reproach there is a great deal of truth

and a great deal of sheer, unmitigated and indeed

quite wicked nonsense. There are a number ofjobs

and pleasures which men have in times past cor—

nered for themselves. At one time, for instance, men

had a monopoly of classical education. When the

pioneers of university training for women de—

manded that women should be admitted to the uni—

versities, the cry went up at once: “Why should

women want to know about Aristotle?" The answer

is NOT that all women would be the better for

knowing about Aristotle — still less, as Lord Tenny-

son seemed to think, that they would be more com—

panionable wives for their husbands if they did

know about Aristotle —— but simply: “What women

want as a class is irrelevant. I want to know about

Aristotle. It is true that most women care nothing

3.3
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about him, and a great many male undergraduates

turn pale and faint at the thought ofhim —— but I, ec—

centric individual that I am, do want to know about

Aristotle, and I submit that there is nothing in my

shape or bodily functions which need prevent my

knowing about him."

That battle was won, and rightly won, for

women. But there is a sillier side to the university

education of women. I have noticed lately, and with

regret, a tendency on the part of the women’s col-

leges to “copy the men” on the side of their failings

and absurdities, and this is not so good. Because the

constitution of the men’s colleges is autocratic, old-

fashioned and in many respects inefficient, the

women are rather inclined to try and cramp their

own collegiate constitutions — which were

mapped out on freer democratic lines — into the

mediaeval mould of the men’s — and that is un—

sound. It contributes nothing to the university and

$2
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it loses what might have beena very good thing. The
women students, too, have a foolish trick ofimitat—

ing and outdoing the absurdities ofmale undergrad—
uates. To climb in drunk after hours and get gated is
silly and harmless if done out ofpure high spirits; if
it is done “because the men do it," it is worse than
silly, because it is not spontaneous and not even
amusing.

Let me give one simple illustration of the differ—
ence between the right and the wrong kind of femi-
nism. Let us take this terrible business — so dis~
tressing t0 the minds of bishops — of the women
who go about in trousers. We are asked: “Why do
you want to go about in trousers? They are ex—

tremely unbecoming to most of you. You only do it
to copy the men.” To this we may very properly re-
ply: “It is true that they are unbecoming. Even on
men they are remarkably unattractive. But, as you
men have discovered for yourselves, they are com—

at
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fortable, they do not get in the way of one’s activi—

ties like skirts and they protect the wearer from

draughts about the ankles. As a human being, I like

comfort and dislike draughts. If the trousers do not

attract you, so much the worse; for the moment I do

not want to attract you. I want to enjoy myselfas a

human being, and why not? As for copying you,

certainly you thought of trousers first and to that

extent we must copy you. But we are not such aban-

doned copy—cats as to attach these useful garments

to our bodies with braces. There we draw the line.

These machines of leather and elastic are unneces—

sary and unsuited to the female form. They are,

moreover, hideous beyond description. And as for

indecency -— of which you sometimes accuse the

trousers — we at least can take our coats off with—

out becoming the half—undressed, bedroom specta—

cle that a man presents in his shirt and braces."

So that when we hear that women have once

3.2
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more laid hands upon something which was previ-
ously a man’s sole privilege, I think we have to ask
ourselves: is this trousers or is it braces? 15 it some-
thing useful, convenient and suitable to a human
being as such? Or is it merely something unneces-
sary to us, ugly, and adopted merely for the sake of
collaring the other fellow‘s property? These jobs
and professions, now. It is ridiculous to take on a
man’s job just in order to be able to say that “a
woman has done it — yah!" The only decent reason
for tackling any job is that it isyourjob, andyou want
to do it.

At this point, somebody is likely to say: “Yes, that
is all very well. But it is the woman who is always
trying to ape the man. She is the inferior being. You
don’t as a rule find the men trying to take the
women’s jobs away from them. They don’t force
their way into the household and turn women out
of their rightful occupations."

as:
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Ofcourse they do not. They have done it already.

Let us accept the idea that women should stick to

their own jobs —— the jobs they did so well in the

good old days before they started talking about

votes and women's rights. Let us return to the Mid—

dle Ages and ask what we should get then in return

for certain political and educational privileges

which we should have to abandon.

It is a formidable list of jobs: the whole of the

spinning industry, the whole ofthe dyeing industry,

the whole of the weaving industry. The whole cater—

ing industry and -— which would not please Lady

Astor, perhaps — the whole of the nation’s brewing
and distilling. All the preserving, pickling and bot-

tling industry, all the bacon—curing. And (since in

those days a man was often absent from home for

months together on war or business) a very large

share in the management of landed estates. Here are
the women’s jobs — and what has become of them?

3.2
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They are all being handled by men. It is all very well

to say that woman’s place is the home —— but mod-

ern civilisation has taken all these pleasant and

profitable activities out of the home, where the

women looked after them, and handed them over to

big industry, to be directed and organised by men at

the head of large factories. Even the dairy—maid in

her simple bonnet has gone, to be replaced by a

male mechanic in charge of a mechanical milking

plant.

Now, it is very likely that men in big industries

do these jobs better than the women did them at

home. The fact remains that the home contains

much less of interesting activity than it used to con—

tain. What is more, the home has so shrunk to the

size of a small flat that —— even if we restrict

woman’s job to the bearing and rearing of families

—— there is no room for her to do even that. It is use-

less to urge the modern woman to have twelve

at
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children, like her grandmother. Where is she to put

them when she has got them? And what modern

man wants to be bothered with them? It is perfectly

idiotic to take away women’s traditional occupa—

tions and then complain because she looks for new

ones. Every woman is a human being- one cannot

repeat that too often —» and a human being must

have occupation, if he or she is not to become a nui—

sance t0 the world.

1 am not complaining that the brewing and bak—

ing were taken over by the men. If they can brew

and bake as well as women or better, then by all

means let them do it. But they cannot have it both

ways. If they are going to adopt the very sound prin—

ciple that the job should be done by the person who

does it best, then that rule must be applied univer—

sally. If the women make better office—workers than

men, they must have the office work. If any individ—

ual woman is able to make a first—class lawyer, doc—

as:
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tor, architect or engineer, then she must be allowed

to try her hand at it. Once lay down the rule that the

job comes first and you throw that job open to ev—

ery individual, man or woman, fat or thin, tall or

short, ugly or beautiful, who is able to do that job

better than the rest of the world.

Now, it is frequently asserted that, with women,

the job does not come first. What (people cry) are

women doing with this liberty of theirs? What

woman really prefers a job to a home and family?

Very few, I admit. It is unfortunate that they should

so often have to make the choice. A man does not,

as a rule, have to choose. He gets both. In fact, if he

wants the home and family, he usually has to take

the job as well, if he can get it. Nevertheless, there

have been women, such as Queen Elizabeth and

Florence Nightingale, who had the choice, and

chose the job and made a success of it. And there

have been and are many men who have sacrificed

3.:
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their careers for women —— sometimes, like Antony

or Parnell, very disastrously. When it comes to a

choice, then every man or woman has to choose as

an individual human being, and, like a human be-

ing, take the consequences.

As human beings! I am always entertained —

and also irritated —— by the newsmongers who in-

form us, with a bright air of discovery, that they

have questioned a number of female workers and

been told by one and all that they are “sick of the of—

fice and would love to get out of it.” In the name of

God, what human being is not, from time to time,

heartily sick of the office and would not love to get

out of it? The time of female office—workers is daily

wasted in sympathising with disgruntled male col—

leagues who yearn to get out of the office. No hu—

man being likes work — not day in and day out.

Work is notoriously a curse — and if women liked

everlasting work they would not be human beings

5:42
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at all. Being human beings, they like work just as

much and just as little as anybody else. They dislike

perpetual washing and cooking just as much as per—

petual typing and standing behind shop counters.

Some of them prefer typing to scrubbing —— but that

does not mean that they are not, as human beings,

entitled to damn and blast the typewriter when they

feel that way. The number of men who daily damn

and blast typewriters is incalculable; but that does

not mean that they would be happier doing a little

plain sewing. Nor would the women.

I have admitted that there are very few women

who would put their job before every earthly con—

sideration. I will go further and assert that there are

very few men who would do it either. In fact, there is

perhaps only one human being in a thousand who

is passionately interested in his job for the job’s

sake. The difference is that if that one person in a

thousand is a man, we say, simply, that he is pas—

St
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sionately keen on his job; if she is a woman, we say

she is a freak. It is extraordinarily entertaining to

watch the historians of the past, for instance, entan-

gling themselves in what they were pleased to call

the “problem” of Queen Elizabeth. They invented

the most complicated and astonishing reasons both

for her success as a sovereign and for her tortuous

matrimonial policy. She was the tool of Burleigh,

she was the tool of Leicester, she was the fool of

Essex; she was diseased, she was deformed, she was

a man in disguise. She was a mystery, and must have

some extraordinary solution. Only recently has it

occurred to a few enlightened people that the solu—

tion might be quite simple after all. She might be

one of the rare people who were born into the right

job and put that job first. Whereupon a whole series

of riddles cleared themselves up by magic. She was

in love with Leicester —— why didn’t she marry him?

Well, for the very same reason that numberless

$2
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kings have not married their lovers — because it

would have thrown a spanner into the wheels of the

State machine. Why was she so bloodthirsty and

unfeminine as to sign the death—warrant of Mary

Queen of Scots? For much the same reasons that in-

duced King George V to say that if the House of

Lords did not pass the Parliament Bill he would cre-

ate enough new peers to force it through — because

she was, in the measure of her time, a constitutional

sovereign, and knew that there was a point beyond

which a sovereign could not defy Parliament. Being

a rare human being with her eye to the job, she did

what was necessary; being an ordinary human be—

ing, she hesitated a good deal before embarking on

unsavoury measures — but as to feminine mystery,

there is no such thing about it, and nobody, had she

been a man, would have thought either her states-

manship or her humanity in any way mysterious.

Remarkable they were — but she was a very re-
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markable person. Among her most remarkable

achievements was that of showing that sovereignty

was one of the jobs for which the right kind of

woman was particularly well fitted.

Which brings us back to this question of what

jobs, if any, are women’s jobs. Few peOple would go

so far as to say that all women are well fitted for all

men's jobs. When people do say this, it is particu-

larly exasperating. It is stupid to insist that there are

as many female musicians and mathematicians as

male — the facts are otherwise, and the most we

can ask is that if a Dame Ethel Smyth or a Mary
Somerville turns up, she shall be allowed to do her

work without having aspersions cast either on her

sex or her ability. What we ask is to be human indi—

viduals, however peculiar and unexpected. It is no

good saying: “You are a little girl and therefore you

ought to like dolls"; if the answer is, “But I don't,"
there is no more to be said. Few women happen to

3.2
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be natural born mechanics; but if there is one, it is

useless to try and argue her into being something

different. What we must not do is to argue that the

occasional appearance of a female mechanical ge~

nius proves that all women would be mechanical

geniuses if they were educated. They would not.

Where, I think, a great deal of confusion has

arisen is in a failure to distinguish between special

knowledge and special ability. There are certain ques-

tions on which what is called “the woman's point of

View” is valuable, because they involve special

knowledge. Women should be consulted about such

things as housing and domestic architecture be—

cause, under present circumstances, they have still

to wrestle a good deal with houses and kitchen

sinks and can bring special knowledge to the prob—

lem. Similarly, some of them (though not all) know

more about children than the majority of men, and

their opinion, as women, is of value. In the same way,
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the opinion of colliers is of value about coal—

mining, and the opinion of doctors is valuable

about disease. But there are other questions — as,

for example, about literature or finance —— on which

the “woman’s point of View" has no value at all. In

fact, it does not exist. No special knowledge is in—

volved, and a woman’s opinion on literature or fi-

nance is valuable only as the judgment of an indi-

vidual. I am occasionally desired by congenital

imbeciles and the editors ofmagazines to say some—

thing about the writing of detective fiction “from

the woman’s point of View." To such demands, one

can only say, “Go away and don’t be silly. You might

as well ask what is the female angle on an equilateral

triangle."
In the old days it used to be said that women

were unsuited to sit in Parliament, because they

“would not be able to think imperially." That, if it

meant anything, meant that their views would be

3.:
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cramped and domestic — in short, “the woman's

point ofview.” Now that they are in Parliament, peo—

ple complain that they are a disappointment: they

vote like other people with their party and have

contributed nothing to speak of from “the woman’s

point of View” — except on a few purely domestic

questions, and even then they are not all agreed. It

looks as though somebody was trying to have
things both ways at once. Even critics must remem-

ber that women are human beings and obliged to

think and behave as such. I can imagine a “woman’s

point of View" about town-planning, or the educa—

tion of children, or divorce, or the employment of
female shop —assistants, for here they have some spe-
cial knowledge. But What in thunder is the

“woman’s point of View” about the devaluation of

the franc or the abolition of the Danzig Corridor?

Even where women have special knowledge, they
may disagree among themselves like other special—
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ists. Do doctors never quarrel or scientists disagree?

Are women really not human, that they should be ex—

pected to toddle along all in a flock like sheep? I

think that people should be allowed to drink as

much wine and beer as they can afford and is good

for them; Lady Astor thinks nobody should be al—

lowed to drink anything of the sort. Where is the
“woman‘s point of View"? Or is one or the other of

us unsexed? If the unsexed one is myself, then I am

unsexed in very good company. But I prefer to think

that women are human and differ in opinion like

other human beings. This does not mean that their
opinions, as individual opinions, are valueless; on

the contrary, the more able they are the more Vio—
lently their opinions will be likely to differ. It only

means that you cannot ask for “the woman’s point

of view," but only for the woman’s Special knowl-
edge — and this, like all special knowledge, is valu—
able, though it is no guarantee of agreement.

at
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“What,” men have asked distractedly from the

beginning of time, “what on earth do women want?"

I do not know that women, as women, want any-

thing in particular, but as human beings they want,

my good men, exactly what you want yourselves: in—

teresting occupation, reasonable freedom for their

pleasures, and a sufficient emotional outlet. What

form the occupation, the pleasures and the emotion

may take, depends entirely upon the individual. You

know that this is so with yourselves — why will you

not believe that it is so with us? The late D. H. Law—

rence, who certainly cannot be accused ofunderrat—

ing the importance of sex and talked a good deal of

nonsense upon the subject, was yet occasionally vis—

ited with shattering glimpses of the obvious. He said

in one of his Assorted Articles:

“Man is willing to accept woman as an equal,

as a man in skirts, as an angel, a devil, a baby-

1:
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face, a machine, an instrument, a bosom, a

womb, a pair of legs, a servant, an encyclopae—

dia, an ideal or an obscenity; the one thing he

won’t accept her as is a human being, a real hu—

man being of the feminine sex.”

“Accepted as a human being!” — yes; not as an
inferior class and not, I beg and pray all feminists, as

a superior class — not, in fact, as a class at all, except

in a useful context. We are much too much inclined

in these days to divide people into permanent cate—
gories, forgetting that a category only exists for its
special purpose and must be forgotten as soon as
that purpose is served. There is a fundamental dif—

ference between men and women, but it is not the
only fundamental difference in the world. There is a
sense in which my charwoman and I have more in
common than either ofus has with, say, Mr. Bernard

Shaw; on the other hand, in a discussion about art

at
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and literature, Mr. Shaw and I should probably find

we had more fundamental interests in common

than either of us had with my charwoman. I grant

that, even so, he and I should disagree ferociously

about the eating of meat —— but that is not a differ-

ence between the sexes — on that point, the late Mr.

G. K. Chesterton would have sided with me against

the representative of his own sex. Then there are

points on which 1, and many of my own generation

of both sexes, should find ourselves heartily in

agreement; but on which the rising generation of

young men and women would find us too incom—

prehensibly stupid for words. A difference of age is

as fundamental as a difference of sex; and so is a dif—

ference of nationality. All categories, if they are in—

sisted upon beyond the immediate purpose which

they serve, breed class antagonism and disruption

in the state, and that is why they are dangerous.

The other day, in the “Heart-to—Heart” column of

3.2
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one of our pOpular newspapers, there appeared a

letter from a pathetic gentleman about a little dis—

ruption threatening his married state. He wrote:

”I have been married eleven years and think a

great deal of the wedding anniversary. I re-

mind my wife a month in advance and plan to

make the evening a success. But she does not

share my keenness, and, if] did not remind

her, would let the day go by without a thought

of its significance. I thought a wedding anni-

versary meant a lot to a woman. Can you ex—

plain this indifference?"

Poor little married gentleman, nourished upon

generalisations — and convinced that if his wife

does not fit into the category of “a woman” there

must be something wrong! Perhaps she resents be—

ing dumped into the same category as all the typical

at
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women of the comic stories. If so, she has my sym—

pathy. “ " woman —— not an individual person, dis—

liking perhaps to be reminded of the remorseless

flowing—by of the years and the advance of old age

— but “a” woman, displaying the conventional sen-

timentalities attributed to her unfortunate and ri—

diculous sex.

A man once asked me — it is true that it was at

the end ofa very good dinner, and the compliment

conveyed may have been due to that circumstance

—— how I managed in my books to write such natu—

ral conversation between men when they were by

themselves. Was I, by any chance, a member of a

large, mixed family with a lot of male friends? I re-
plied that, on the contrary, I was an only child and

had practically never seen or spoken to any men of
my own age till I was about twenty-five. “Well,” said
the man, “I shouldn’t have expected a woman
[meaning me] to have been able to make it so con—

3.:
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vincing." I replied that I had coped With this difficult

problem by making my men talk, as far as possible,

like ordinary human beings. This aspect of the mat—

ter seemed to surprise the other speaker; he said no
more, but took it away to chew it over. One of these
days it may quite likely occm to him that women, as

well as men, when left to themselves, talk very
much like human beings also.

Indeed, it is my experience that both men and

women are fundamentally human, and that there is

very little mystery about either sex, except the exas—
perating mysteriousness of human beings in gen-

eral. And though for certain purposes it may still be
necessary, as it undoubtedly was in the immediate
past, for women to band themselves together, as

women, to secure recognition of their requirements

as a sex, I am sure that the time has now come to in—

sist more strongly on each woman’s — and indeed

each man's — requirements as an individual per-
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son. It used to be said that women had no esprit de

corps; we have proved that we have — do not let us
run into the opposite error of insisting that there is

an aggressively feminist “point of View” about ev—
erything. To oppose one class perpetually to an-

other — young against old, manual labour against
brain—worker, rich against poor, woman against

man — is to split the foundations of the State; and if

the cleavage runs too deep, there remains no rem—
edy but force and dictatorship. If you wish to pre-

serve a free democracy, you must base it — not on

classes and categories, for this will land you in the
totalitarian State, where no one may act or think ex—
cept as the member of a category. You must base it
upon the individual Tom, Dick and Harry, and the

- individual Jack and Jill — in fact, upon you and me.
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